Abstract. The work done to provide image sensors (CCDs and CMOS) with a wide dynamic range is reviewed. The different classes of solutions, which consist of logarithmic sensors, ''clipped'' sensors, multimode sensors, frequency-based sensors, and sensors with control over integration time are described. The pros and cons of each solution are discussed, and some new experimental results are shown. Active pixel sensors with a wide dynamic range are analyzed and possible future directions are pointed out. © 1999 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(99) Subject terms: image sensors; wide dynamic range; detector arrays; image quality; image reconstruction; very large scale integration; complementary metal oxide semiconductor image sensor; charge-coupled device; active pixel sensor.
Introduction
Scenes imaged with electronic cameras can have a wide range of illumination depending on lighting conditions. Scene illuminations range from 10 Ϫ3 lx for night vision, 10 2 to 10 3 lx for indoor lighting, to 10 5 lx for bright sunlight, to higher levels for direct viewing of other light sources such as oncoming headlights. The intrascene dynamic range capability of a sensor is measured as 20 log (S/N), where S is the saturation level and N is the root mean square ͑rms͒ read noise floor measured in electrons or volts. Typical charge-coupled devices ͑CCDs͒ and CMOS active pixel sensors ͑APSs͒ have a dynamic range of 65 to 75 dB. For dynamic range improvement, two methods are considered. One is to reduce noise and expand the dynamic range toward darker scenes. The other is to expand incident light saturation level, and improve the dynamic range toward brighter scenes. We concentrate here on the latter. Brighter scenes, or wide variations in intrascene illumination, can arise in several situations. One example has already been mentioned, night driving. Another commonly occurring situation is when taking a picture of a person standing in front of a window. Other situations include the observation of a landing aircraft, metrology, or astronomy. Since this limitation is very apparent, various solutions have been proposed to cope with it, in both CCD and CMOS technologies.
Previously suggested solutions for widening the dynamic range can be divided into 1. companding sensors, such as logarithmic, compressed response photodetectors 2. ''clipped'' sensors, as in CCDs with antiblooming structures, where the response curve is clipped 3. multimode sensors, that have been shown in CMOS where operation modes were changed 4. frequency-based sensors, where the sensor output is converted to pulse frequency 5. external control over integration time, which can be further divided to
• global control, where the whole sensor can have different integration time • local control, where different areas within the sensor can have different exposure times 6. autonomous control over integration time, in which the sensor itself provides the means of different integration times.
This paper reviews the existing solutions for the limited dynamic range in CCD and CMOS technologies, with emphasis on the recent solutions in APS technology. Experimental results of the latter are shown and advantages and limitations are discussed as well as future possible directions.
Companding Sensors
Compressing the response curve is usually done through a sensor with a logarithmic response. This approach has advantages such as increased dynamic range, reduced susceptibility to blooming, and fewer ADC bits for digital output. The logarithmic sensors work in continuous, i.e., nonintegrating mode, and therefore can have a higher time sampling resolution per pixel if required.
Chamberlain and Lee 1 were the first to suggest this kind of reading, via a phototransistor they called PHOTOFET ͑see Fig. 1 left side; the subsequent stages described in Fig.  1 explain the antiblooming feature this device also has. The antiblooming is explained later͒. The PHOTOFET consists of a photodiode and a diode-connected metal-oxide semiconductor ͑MOS͒ transistor. The output volate (V) of the photodiode is logarithmically dependent on the light intensity, due to the subthreshold operation of the diode connected MOS transistor. The output voltage is given by
where V1 is the dark voltage, I s is the leakage current, and I ph is the photocurrent.
Mead later used the parasitic vertical bipolar transistor with a logarithmic response in his silicon retinas. 2 The logarithmic function there is again a result of the subthreshold operation of the diode-connected MOS transistors, added in series to the bipolar transistor. The voltage output of this photoreceptor is logarithmic over four or five orders of magnitude of incoming light intensity. It was used successfully by Mahowald, 3 Boahen and Andreou, 4 and Boahen. 5 This detector operates in the subthreshold region and has a low output voltage swing.
A disadvantage of these pixels is that this form of compression leads to low contrast and loss of details. This is the reason that adaptation, where linearity around the operation point is exploited, was proposed ͑as discussed next͒. Other disadvantages of these pixels is that the mismatch between the transistors will cause a nonlinear fixed pattern noise ͑FPN͒ and not a constant FPN at the output. Also, the response of the logarithmic pixels with this kind of readout is light dependent. This means that for low light intensities the readout time would be very slow, depending also on the photodiode capacitance.
Local adaptation was performed using a feedback mechanism to adjust the operating point of the circuit to the ambient light level in an implementation of a silicon retina. 3, 5 The computation performed is based on models of computation in distal layers of the vertebrate retina, which include the cones, the horizontal cells, and the bipolar cells. In the retina, the cones are the light detectors, the horizontal cells average the outputs of the cones spatially and temporally, and the bipolar cells detect the difference between the averaged output of the horizontal cells and the input. In the silicon retina, 3 the cones are implemented using parasitic phototransistors and MOS diode logarithmic current-tovoltage converters. Averaging is performed using a hexagonal network of active resistors. The pixel output is the difference between the phototransistor value and this average, which enables contrast enhancement.
Delbruck and Mead 6 suggested an adaptive photoreceptor with wide dynamic range with an innovative adaptive element in the feedback path ͑see Fig. 2͒ . The circuit came to replace the simple nonadaptive source follower shown on the left of Fig. 2 . The source follower receptor was deficient in two respects: the offsets were very large and the response was too slow. The adaptive receptor, shown on the right of Fig. 2 , consists of a source follower receptor input stage combined with amplification and low-passfiltered feedback. A conceptual way of thinking about the operation is indicated by the shaded areas. The circuit uses an internal model to make a prediction about the input signal. The output comes from a comparison of the input and the prediction. The loop is completed by using learning to refine the model so that predictions become more accurate. The level adaptation in the adaptive receptor is a simple type of learning. This photocircuit can adapt to steady state ͑or long-term͒ light intensity variations through a logarithmic transfer function. At higher frequencies the gain of the circuit is boosted. This is so since an adaptive element and a capacitor divider are used in the feedback loop from the input of the amplifier. Also, the cascode transistor was added to nullify the Miller capacitance from the gate to drain of Q n and to double the amplifier gain. The circuit is therefore capable of providing high gain for short-term signals, while long-term signals are logarithmically compressed. The adaptive element provides an effective resistance that is huge for small signals and small for large signals. Hence, the adaptation is slow for small signals and fast for large signals. For a detailed explanation of the adaptive element see Ref. 6 . The drawbacks are large area and leakage current, which could mean scene-dependent noise, since the adaptive element does not give us 0 V at zero current.
An inherent disadvantage of adaptive sensors is that the image cannot be reconstructed easily, due to the adaptation! In this example, the frequency-dependent gain would have to be taken into account.
The Huppertz et al. 7 circuit is very similar to Delbruck's circuit without the adaptive element ͑see Fig. 3͒ . The pixel contains a photodiode and an amplifier Q 2 and Q 3 with a feedback MOS transistor Q 1 operating in weak inversion. As the feedback maintains almost a constant voltage across the photodiode, the capacitance of the photodiode is ineffective and the circuit exhibits a very high frequency bandwidth. Therefore, an advantage of the Huppertz et al. circuit is that the parasitic capacitor does not affect low-lightlevel performance and the operation is a lot faster. Reported frame rate is 150 f/s for a 128ϫ128 imager at 1 W/m 2 . As with other logarithmic sensors, this sensor works in continuous time. This means a higher sampling rate could be achieved. However, the SNR is relatively low, i.e., around 56 dB. This is so because the pixel is not integrating ͑averaging͒ the signal and improving the SNR is proportion to the root of the frame time. In this specific sensor, the mismatch in voltage is doubled. Here two transistors Q 1 and Q 3 contribute to the mismatch, not just one transistor. An example of two pictures of the same scene, one taken by a CCD and the other by a logarithmic CMOS sensor is shown in Fig. 4 .
Takada and Miyatake 8 showed a logarithmic converting CCD line sensor that has better noise performance for low light levels ͑40 dB at 0.1 lx͒. The reason for the improved SNR is that the sensor performs integration on a capacitor and hence the time constant is larger, which makes the bandwidth smaller.
A classical configuration of a logarithmic sensor was implemented 9 by IMEC. The conversion of ͑photo͒ current to an output voltage could be achieved through a series resistor. However, since the photocurrent is low ͑femtoam-pere to nanoampere range͒, the value of the series resistance must be very high. The resistor was therefore realized as a metal-oxide semiconductor field effect transistor ͑MOSFET͒ resistor configuration ͑Fig. 5͒. Since this MOSFET operates in weak inversion, the photocurrent conversion to voltage is also logarithmic. The time constant equals 0.14 ms, as opposed to a few milliseconds integration time in integrating sensors. This enables 4.5M pixels/s of this 2Kϫ2K sensor.
Lately, a big debate in the imaging community concerns linear versus nonlinear, namely logarithmic, sensors. 10 The drawbacks for the logarithmic approach are that nonlinear output makes subsequent signal processing ͑e.g., for color͒ difficult, contrast ratio is sacrificed, and FPN is increased, therefore dynamic range is low, and ͑typically͒ there is large temporal noise. Also, with scaling, V th becomes lower and the subthreshold characteristic might get worse, i.e., Yadid-Pecht: Wide-dynamic-range sensors there will be more mismatch, more FPN, and therefore a lower dynamic range. The continuous reading is claimed to be ''true random access.'' However, with this type of sensors, adaptation is low and proportional to the light level. Thus, the appealing potential of scanning virtually anytime is not practical. In practice, for room light level, roughly 1 ms is required.
Drawbacks of the linear approach are that if the sensor is going to be used by humans, the visual system responds in a logarithmic way in any case! Also, for the display of information ͑on a monitor, for example͒, compression will be required.
This debate continues, and it seems that the application requirements are the main drive behind the sort of sensor developed. For instance, whether the application benefits from knowledge of absolute illumination levels or if contrast enhancement is the main requirement and relative illumination is sufficient etc. Decisions are made per mission, i.e., the sensor is chosen if it best fits for use in the specific task.
''Clipped'' Sensors
The second method discussed in the literature is clipping, based on antiblooming. Blooming is an apparent increase in the size of an image of a bright object under overload conditions. In a CCD, excess carriers from a localized overload can diffuse through the bulk to neighboring potential wells and the displayed image will show artifacts in the scene as column or line defects around the highlight. This spillover of excess electrons to other pixel is called blooming. 11 Antiblooming techniques were proposed to suppress this spreading. Overflow drains were suggested as a means of suppression 12 in the form of reverse-biased diodes or other conductive areas between the integration sites. The overflow barrier potential can be established in several possible ways ͑see Fig. 6͒ . The simplest approaches use a lightchannel-stopping implant ͓Fig 6͑a͔͒ or a thick oxide region ͓Fig. 6͑b͔͒ along the overflow drains. A commonly used approach, requiring an extra level of metallization, places a special threshold electrode ͑horizontal gate͒ underneath the transfer electrodes ͓Fig 6͑c͔͒. The potential barrier underneath this horizontal gate can be influenced by the gate voltage and set to be the highest of all pixels' surroundings. Thus excess electrons will spill over the lowest barrier ͑highest potential͒ and arrive at the antiblooming drain. The main drawback of the horizontal overflow drain is its occupation of the silicon area, which normally belongs to the light-sensitive pixel. A vertical, i.e., ''in depth,'' overflow drain has also been introduced. The vertical antiblooming structure is located underneath the photodiode, and it decreases the visible long-wavelength sensitivity of the photosensor site.
Clipping is performed using an antiblooming structure. 1, 13 In conjunction with their PHOTOFET ͑see Fig. 1͑d͒ . Then V G2 is lowered while the signal charge is transferred in a conventional way to the CCD readout shift register. Chan et al. 13 used an extra gate, which is turned on to dump the extra charge such that only the well charge that can be handled is available for readout. The disadvantage of these approaches is that they require a decrease in the fill factor or a larger pixel.
Kub and Anderson 14 showed an improved version of a compressing photodetector using the subthreshold conducting effect. The photodetector is similar to conventional CCD imagers except that the blooming gate is biased with a small potential offset between the blooming and imaging gates. At high photocurrent levels, the photocarriers are injected from the imaging gate region over the blooming gate potential barrier into the drain, resulting in a slowing of the rate of photocarrier accumulation with increasing photocurrent. The slowing of the rate of carrier buildup with increasing photocurrent results in a compressive transfer characteristic. The mechanism of photocarrier injection over the blooming gate potential barrier ͑Fig. 7͒ is similar to subthreshold conduction in the MOS transistor. The time at which transition from integration to compression occurs depends on when subthreshold conduction becomes dominant, which happens faster for long interrogation periods ͑see Ref. 14 for the details͒. This is the main improvement this sensor has over previous logarithmic sensors-the integration portion of the transfer characteristic is smaller relative to the compressive portion, for most cases.
Decker and Sodini 15 and Decker et al. 16 exploited the use of the overflow gate using a technique described by Sayag. 17 The voltage applied to the overflow gate changes over the integration period, thus changing the height of the Vietze and Seitz also suggested a high-dynamic-range sensor. 18 The idea proposed there is to subtract an individual user-programmable offset signal over a range of seven to eight orders of magnitude with a dynamic range of 60 dB at a given parameter setting. The offset current information is locally stored on the pixel site. This method could be viewed as clipping the signal as well, and it has the advantage that the value that is passed for later processing has more information, since it is not merely the fullwell value passed when overflow exists. The output provided after subtraction is linear, while the programmable offset current can be programmed over a range of more than 7 decades. The downside is that initialization must be done, and space is taken for in-pixel storage. The noise reported is 600 V at zero offset current, which results in 67 dB for the photodetector. With the programmed offset current the dynamic range was reduced to 55 to 60 dB, since there was additional noise in the gate voltage controlling the current source transistor, depending on the offset current.
Multimode Sensors
Ward et al. 19 proposed a multisensitivity photodetector. The detector is a parasitic vertical bipolar between diffusion, well, and substrate. By connecting a MOS transistor to the base and emitter of the bipolar transistor in a Darlington structure the current gain can be boosted once more. Thus, both bipolar transistors can be activated at very low light intensities and inactivated at higher intensities. For midlevels, only one bipolar transistor is activated. Two selection transistors are required within the pixel to choose the mode and, of course, the area this pixel occupies is very large ͑see Fig. 9͒ .
Deval et al. 20 proposed another version of this multimode sensor. Their version selects between bipolar and diode modes. The selection is done automatically ͑not during the frame time͒. Sixteen transistors are required in the pixel, which means a fairly low fill factor.
Frequency-Based Sensors
Yang 21 proposes to use a pulse photosensor that uses simple integrate and reset circuitry to directly convert optical energy into a pulse frequency output that can vary over five to six orders of magnitude and is linearly proportional to optical energy ͑see Fig. 10͒ . With this approach, the pixel fill factor is much decreased, since the inverter chain resides next to the photodiode. Also, the pulse timing relies on the threshold voltages of the inverters. Since threshold voltage mismatch exists between different transistors, there will be a different response for each pixel. This makes this sensor worse in terms of noise, since the Yadid-Pecht: Wide-dynamic-range sensors threshold mismatch translates to a multiplicative error ͑the output frequency of the pulses is affected͒ and not just constant FPN.
Boahen designed a pixel circuit that senses, amplifies, filters, and quantizes the visual signal. 5 The transducer is a vertical bipolar transistor; its emitter current is proportional to the incident light intensity. Two current-spreading networks diffuse the photocurrent signals over time and space. The result is a spatiotemporally bandpass filtered image. A separate layer computes a measure of the local light intensity, and feeds back this information to the input layer, where the intensity information is used to control light sensitivity. The result is local automatic gain correction ͑AGC͒. A pulse generator converts current from the excitatory layer into pulse frequency. The diode capacitor integrator computes a current that is proportional to the shortterm average of the pulse frequency; this current is subtracted from the pulse generator's input. The difference becomes larger as the input changes more rapidly, so pulses are fired more frequently. Hence, the more rapidly the input changes, the more rapidly the pulse generator fires. The pixel also performs adaptive quatization; the details can be found in Ref. 5 . The main drawback, again, is the spatial resolution.
Seitz and Raynor 22 proposed a new light frequency sensor. In this circuit, the voltage across the reverse-biased p-n junction is kept constant to ensure that the optoelectronic properties are independent of light level. The maximum SNR was 67 dB and pixel size was 27ϫ60 m in a 2-m process.
Control of Integration Time
The other method mentioned in the literature is controlling the integration time. Global control over integration time was achieved via mechanical irises and electronic shuttering. 23, 24 The simplest implementation is the electronic shutter. By integrating all pixel values in a frame time and calculating the average intensity, the exposure time is changed globally ͑i.e., for all pixels͒. CMOS sensors with global shuttering was proposed. [25] [26] [27] If there is a large intrascene dynamic range, however, this will not be sufficient since part of the sensors might get saturated and white or black patches will be seen in the picture. In astronomy applications, star tracking for instance, a target can become very bright, as in the case during a close approach to an asteroid or comet nucleus. 28 Then, if the brightest pixel contains a full capacity of electrons, other pixels will contain significantly less and will therefore exhibit reduced SNRs. To overcome this limitation, local control over integration time can be implemented.
Local Exposure Control
Local exposure control attempts have also been made. These solutions usually require a large reduction in fill factor, which is problematic in many applications, for example the star tracking application. 29 In an adaptive sensitivity CCD image sensor that was suggested, 30, 31 each pixel has the ability to be reset at a specific time according to a control word. The control word is supplied by the computer after calculation over several frames. The design requires an AND gate and an SR flipflop in each cell, which makes the fill factor very low.
Washkurak and Chamberlain have suggested a CCD programmable photodetector where responsivity could be controlled. 32 A switched CCD network discards a fraction of the signal charge into a drain and by that increasing the dynamic range.
A dynamic range expansion method for chargemodulation device ͑CMD͒ imagers was proposed and an exponential circuit was evaluated. 33 It applies a first scan that checks if accumulation at a pixel is excessive. If so, the overexposed pixel is reset using the source reset method during the readout period. This method enables each pixel charge in the CMD device to be reset by external circuits. A first in first out ͑FIFO͒ memory holds a bit for each pixel reset/nonreset data and during a second readout an external amplifier switches its gain depending on an output from the FIFO memory ͑see Fig. 11͒ .
In CMOS technology, a multiple-integration-time photoreceptor, developed at Carnegie Mellon University, 34 has multiple integration periods, which are chosen depending on light intensity to avoid saturation. When the charge level becomes close to saturation, the integration is stopped at one of these integration periods, and the integration time is recorded. The pixel includes two photodiodes ͑see Fig. 12͒ . The photodiode a ͑Pd-a͒ detects saturation and the photodiode b ͑Pd-b͒ stores photoelectrons as a signal. Pd-a is connected to an inverter, which thresholds the Pd-a voltage. The output of the inverter is latched to control the gate connecting Pd-b to a storage capacitor ͑CAP1͒, which integrates signal charge. The latch output thus controls the integration periods. The latch output is also used for sampleholding a ramp voltage to record the integration period in the capacitor ͑CAP2͒. The area of this computational pixel is around 100ϫ100 m and the fill factor is very low. Locally adaptive active pixels 20 were also proposed. One proposed circuit adapts the shutter timing. This circuit requires one frame time to ''adapt,'' i.e., set the adequate time out of three possible ones. The pixel control is quite expensive in area: 10 transistors are required in this pixel.
Real-Time Autonomous Control over Integration Time
The proposed automatic wide-dynamic-range sensor 35, 36 consists of a two-dimensional array of sensors, each capable of being exposed for a different length of timeautonomously controlled on-chip. Reset enable pulses are generated at specific times during the integration period. At each reset enable point, a nondestructive readout is performed on the sensor and compared to a threshold value. A conditional reset pulse is generated if the sensor value exceeds the threshold voltage ͑see Fig. 13͒ . A fairly new CCD approach that uses two storage sites per interline transfer CCD pixel has been reported where two signals from two integration intervals within the frame period are stored. 37 The short exposure time is fixed, however, and corresponds to the vertical clock period. This ''Hyper-D range'' ͑see Fig. 14͒ CCD architecture requires complicated CCD pixel design with a low fill factor and requires twice the charge transfer speed for CCD readout. The density of the pixels is doubled, and eight clock phases are used to produce two different exposure times, which are superimposed at the readout. For low lights, this sensor gives a worse response since the effective area for collection is reduced. An improved design presented 38 in 1997
included technological modifications that made the well hold the same nominal charge as the undivided original pixel, and the power dissipation also got lowered. Hamamoto et al. 39 suggested a motion-adaptive image sensor that also detects saturation and consequently resets the pixel. This group had worked on pixel parallel and column parallel approaches for achieving this goal.
The main drawback with these solutions is the extent of the additional circuitry's effect on spatial resolution.
APS Chips with Wide Dynamic Range
With the advent of CMOS technology and APSs, the integration of additional functions on-chip was exploited. One of the first functions to be researched was an APS with local control over integration time. The application was space, specifically star tracking, for which more details can be found elsewhere. 40 A traditional APS pixel 41 includes a photogate, a single reset transistor, and readout source-follower circuitry. A photodiode-type APS does not use a photogate, and was previously used for random access image sensors. 26 Since all reset transistor gates in a given row are connected in parallel, the entire row is reset when the reset line is activated. The integration period is the time from pixel reset to pixel readout. So that pixels on the same row can have different integration periods and do not saturate, individual pixel reset ͑IPR͒ is required.
A simple way to implement IPR would be to put a second transistor in series with the row reset transistor, activated by a vertical column reset signal. Unfortunately, this has been shown to introduce reset anomalies when it has been used in CMOS readout circuits for IR focal-plane arrays for astronomy. 42 This is believed to be due to charge pumping from the output node to the reset drain.
APS IPR
In our work, 43 IPR was implemented via a simple configuration of two reset transistors, as illustrated in Fig. 15 . The column reset ͑CRST͒ and row reset ͑RRST͒ lines must both be at a logical high voltage to activate the reset transistor. This simple configuration enables low noise, anomaly-free readout and the implementation of a smaller pixel with higher fill factor compared to previously reported efforts for local exposure control, as previously described. Yadid-Pecht: Wide-dynamic-range sensors A prototype chip with the pixel-resetting circuitry confirmed the operability of the individual pixel reset operation. Six different variations of the pixel design were explored, and this is the reason for observing six different responsivities for the different parts of the array ͑see Fig.  16͒ .
A subarray was selected for additional reset. This resulted in a less-exposed region. The output image example is shown in Fig. 16 . The darker region across the image represents pixels that were reset during the nominal integration time, so that they had a shorter effective integration time. Some pixels in the rest of the image appear saturated, or white. The linearity of the ''electronic shutter'' operation was measured was found to be quite good. 43 The main disadvantage of this design, however, is that it requires at least one additional frame time to adjust the exposure time to each pixel appropriately. This was overcome in the solution described next.
Dual Sampling
In 1997 two groups came up with a similar idea for widening the dynamic range. The first was Olympus 44 with a CMD sensor and the second was the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 45 ͑JPL͒ with an APS sensor. I concentrate here on the JPL approach-the dual sampling approach. As emphasized here, however, the Olympus approach is very similar.
Dual-sampling approach
In the traditional photodiode-type CMOS APSs operating in normal mode, 46 a particular row is selected for readout. The sensor data from the selected row is copied simultaneously for all columns onto a sampling capacitor bank at the bottom of the columns. The pixels in the row are then reset and read a second time, and a new integration is started. The capacitor bank is then scanned sequentially for readout. This scan completes the readout for the selected row. The next row is then selected and the procedure repeated.
The row readout process thus consists of two steps: The ''copy'' step, which takes time Tcopy, typically 1 to 10 s, and the readout scanning step, which takes time Tscan, typically 100 ns to 10 s per pixel. If there are M pixels in a row ͑i.e., M columns͒, then the total time for row readout, Trro, is TrroϭTcopyϩM Tscan. The total time to readout a frame with N rows is TframeϭnTrro. This time is also the integration time for the conventional CMOS APS.
The architecture of the recently proposed 45 wide intrascene dynamic range ͑WIDyR͒ approach is shown in Fig.  17 . In the new architecture, a second column signal processing chain circuit has been added to the upper part of the sensor. As before, row n is selected for readout and copied into the lower capacitor bank. Row n is reset in the process. Immediately following, however, row nϪ⌬ is selected and copied into the upper capacitor bank. Row nϪ⌬ is also reset as a consequence of being copied. Both capacitor banks are then scanned for readout. The row readout time has now been increased according to: TЈrroϭ2TcopyϩM Tscan.
Since M TscanӷTcopy in most cases, TЈrroӍTrro. The total time to read out a frame is also insignificantly affected. However, the integration time for pixels copied into the lower capacitor bank is given by T1intϭ͑NϪ⌬ ͒TЈrro, and the integration time for the pixels read into the upper capacitor bank is T2intϭ⌬TЈrro.
The output data thus contains two sets of pixel data: one taken with integration time T1int, and the second with time T2int. For example, when Nϭ512 and ⌬ϭ2, then the ratio of T1int:T2int is 255:1. The intrascene dynamic range capability of the sensor is extended by the factor T1int/T2int.
The Olympus solution takes advantage of the nondestructive readout ͑NDRO͒ of the CMD. The sensor is also Yadid-Pecht: Wide-dynamic-range sensors scanned twice a field. The first scanning outputs a signal with a short exposure time in NDRO mode. The second scanning outputs a long exposure signal with the conventional reset operation.
Experimental Results
The sensor was operated in WIDyR mode using the dual outputs. An example of the output is shown in Fig. 18 for a short integration period ͑left͒ and a long integration period ͑right͒, where the two outputs are four rows apart, improving the intrascene dynamic range by 15:1 or 3.75 bits.
Off-chip fusion of the two images can be performed either linearly ͑e.g., bit concatenation͒ or nonlinearity ͑e.g., addition͒. Olympus synthesized the two signals to generate an image. The reproduced image has a dynamic range of 84 dB and an example is shown in Fig. 19 .
The dual-sampling approach offers several important advantages over the previous approaches described earlier in the paper. First, the linearity of the signal is preserved. Second, no modification to the standard CMOS APS pixel is required to achieve a high dynamic range so that the fill factor and the pixel size can be optimized. Third, the low read noise of the CMOS APS pixel is preserved.
The drawbacks of this solution are that two integration times are used. If the illumination level does not suit one of these, information will still be lost. Outputting more than two integration times would require an additional analog memory on-chip to synchronize these outputs. This would add area, therefore causing a smaller field of view. 
Exposure Control Limitations
Changing the exposure time enables us achieve a wider dynamic range ͑by changing the gain of the photocurrent conversion to voltage͒. Since the exposure time can be precisely controlled, the intensity is proportional to the output voltage divided by the exposure time. What is changed in this process though is the intensity resolution; small variations in intensity that we were able to view with the normal ͑long͒ exposure time, might be lost within the noise in a short exposure time. However, since the main noise source in imaging devices is the shot noise, the meaningful signal is only above noise, i.e., above the square root of the signal. Any resolution beyond the noise level is not effective.
What this means is that although the wide dynamic range of input requires a large number of bits ͑greater than 14͒ in an analog-to-digital converter ͑ADC͒ to cover the low and the extreme high levels, the resolution in which we acquire each of these extreme values is different. For the high illumination levels, the extreme resolution might not be effective at all, and unresolved within the noise.
A possible way to deal with this wide dynamic range with nonlinear effective resolution, is to amplify the signal by different amounts and select the most appropriate level by converting each in turn. A parts-efficient way is to enable the control of the gain of a single amplifier.
Another solution is to make the ADC nonlinear so that it responds to a strong signal with less sensitivity than to a weak signal. This brings up a compression curve. For low input values, a change of 1 bit of output corresponds to a small input change, but for large input values a much larger input difference is needed for the same effect, i.e., the least significant bit ͑LSB͒ changes in weight according to the input.
Yet another solution, currently being researched 47 at Ben-Gurion University ͑BGU͒, is to sample the sensor output multiple times during the integration time, so as to find the right ranging of a linear analog-to-digital ͑AD͒ conversion taking place. This could result in a huge increase of the dynamic range, since the representation of the value could be described as floating point: the ADC value is the mantissa, while the ranging is the exponent.
Once we have the information, the matter is displaying it ''properly.'' Future research developments will probably tackle that. 48 In contrast to the photodetectors, which offer a single compression curve, with the wide-dynamic-range linear photodetectors any compression curve that is best suited for the specific application can be used.
Summary
Previous and current techniques to increase the dynamic range of image sensors were discussed, including linear and nonlinear approaches, and trade-off issues were pointed out. The nonlinear sensors, namely logarithmic ones, have a main disadvantage of low contrast. Adaptive sensors were described, where the sensor performed linearly over a small range around the operating point. In scenarios where the absolute illumination is important, the adaptation means loss of information. Integrating sensors have the ability to extend the dynamic range in a linear way via control of integration time. This control can be achieved globally or locally, automatically or manually ͑i.e., by the microprocessor͒, in the same frame time ͑i.e., real time͒ or longer.
Most of the proposed solutions required a high sacrifice in fill factor or spatial resolution. Two recent APS solutions with a wide dynamic range based on altering the exposure time were described and experimental results shown. The main advantage of these solutions is that they require only a small payment in fill factor ͑first solution͒ or no sacrifice at all in fill factor ͑second solution͒. However, further research must be done to provide a real-time solution that covers the illumination levels in an exhaustive way.
In general, the control of integration time can be viewed as a form of gain control. As such, like every system with gain control, there is a trade-off in SNR and intensity resolution. Future trends were discussed, mainly in terms of how to enable a wide dynamic range with the appropriate intensity resolution.
